
Park Dedication Bench Program 

 

The City of Cambridge offers a memorial dedication bench program within its many 

beautiful parks.  

In 2020 the program will hopefully allow for installations to take place between June 1 

and Sept 30. Please note, orders from the manufacturer take 6-8 weeks and 2020 

orders and installations may be delayed and or not guaranteed; dependending on the 

severity of any impacts of COVID-19. 

Below is sample of the 6 ft. Premier Arched Back metal bench with armrests that we 

offer: 

 Note - The bench standard colour we offer is a textured 

beige colour and it is lighter than in the picture.  

It includes a 3 inch x 9 inch bronze plaque.  

Plaque wording is supplied by the buyer to the manufacturer and proofed with the buyer 

before casting. The plaque size is limited to 3 inch x 9 inch so it does not impact the 

comfort of seating on the bench.  

A location must be pre-selected and approved through an on-site meeting with the 

manager of the program. Please note a bench can be considered in any one of our 

parks however, a location is not guaranteed. If the grounds are not suitable, or there are 

already too many benches within the area an alternate site will be suggested and have 

to be considered. Upon the approval of the site by the manager, the bench is then 

ordered by the manager on behalf of the interested party. 

The bench purchase is paid for directly by the interested party to our selected supplier 

PEML (Paris Equipment Manufacturing Ltd.) www.peml.com 

Upon PEML’s receipt of your payment the bench manufacturing begins with delivery in 

approximately 6 weeks. 

 

http://www.peml.com/


 

2020 Pricing 

 

$1050.00 - for a 6’ Premier Arched Back (Textured Beige coloured) metal bench  

$250.00 – for the 3”x9” bronze plaque 

$150.00 – shipping 

$188.50 - HST 

$1638.50 - Total installed price  

A charitable donation tax receipt is available upon request. 

We use the textured beige bench so it contrasts appropriately within a park environment 

and it can be better seen by those with visual impairment. 

 

Once the bench is received by city staff it will be installed on a concrete pad as quickly 

as can be arranged. The pad will be poured in advance during the 6 week 

manufacturing period, and once the installation is complete the manager will notify the 

purchaser. 

 

For further information call: 519-740-4681 x 4669 

Chis Ziemski 

Parks & Recreation Operations Manager 

ziemskic@cambridge.ca 

 

mailto:ziemskic@cambridge.ca

